
 

The Selene 50 Europa is a larger sibling of the 42 Europa model, with a larger super structure and the same European flair. The 
yacht has a beautiful teak or optional cherry interior, and a well-equipped sea-going U-shaped galley to port. Compared with the 
Selene 42 Europa, it offers one more cabin and head, a more spacious saloon and more storage. For many people, the large flying 
bridge will be the highlight of this yacht with its optional hardtop. The original design of the owner’s cabin located forward with 
an island berth athwartships leaves more space for night stands and large wardrobe lockers. The Selene 50 Europa epitomizes 
gracious styling and transports her passengers with the uppermost in comfort and performance. The Selene 50 Europa sports all 
the feature of a luxury family yacht with a generator, climate control, roomy cabins and a large sociable saloon, but always with 
elegance, simplicity and easy maintenance for the owner-operator in mind. Like her smaller sibling, the Selene 50 Europa is also a 
long-range gentleman’s boat ready to take her owner faraway to exotic places. With this new yacht, the Selene Europa series 
continues to build upon Selene Yachts’s tradition of combining the highest level of individualized craftsmanship with superlative 
design. The first Selene 50 Europa was delivered to North America in 2015.

SELENE 50 EUROPA

For more information: candy@selenetrawlers.com 
www.seleneoceanyachts.com

LOA: 53’-11”( 16,43 m ) FUEL: 1,200 USG ( 4542 l ) for single engine 
configuration

BEAM: 15’- 8”( 4,78 m) WATER: 250 USG ( 946 l )

DRAFT:  5’-11” ( 1,8 m ) INTERIOR: 3 cabins, 2 heads (ensuite for 
owner’s cabin)

DISPLACEMENT: 67,240 Lbs ( 30,5 Tons ) SPEED: 10.5 kts

INSPIRED DREAM BUILDERS…

BOUND FOR EXOTIC PLACES

Classic cabin trawler
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SELENE 50 EUROPA

«  Choosing a boat is one of the major decisions in a 
captain’s and owner’s lifetime… This is why, since 1999, 
Selene Yachts teams have understood that they must pay the 
highest attention to the owner’s expectations. It’s our pride 
to call ourselves “Qualified Dream Builders”, which means 
that we have to blend in perfect harmony «  Grace and 
Strength  » but also our client’s lifestyle and the stringent 
constraints of sailing on a safe and beautiful yacht, but an at 
a reasonable cost. After having built 400 boats over twenty 
years in our factories, we are experts at that very unique 
exercise. Creative layout, liveable family-friendly interiors, 
high quality of our design, joinery, varnish and upholstery are 
only some of our hallmarks. Our shipwrights have decades 
of experience in boat building, and we have zero tolerance 
for those squeaking floors or poorly adjusted locker doors 
and drawers that you would find on many production boats 
after some months of sailing. Our doors for instance have a 
rubber seal inserted in the frame to damper vibrations, and 
our hinges and locks are first class hardware. Twenty years 
after her launching, the interior of a Selene Yacht will look as 
good as new, this is why our boats retain such a high value 
on the preloved yachts market…

Howard Chen
Naval architect & C.E.O. of Selene Yachts

PassageMaker magazine, 2012


